MORE DETAILS ON NEW PLANS

FRAMING DETAILS
Scale $\frac{1}{4}'' = 1'-0''$

SIDE ELEVATION
REAR ELEVATION
SIDE ELEVATION

6'' DROP SIDING
1'' 1/4'' TRIM
2'' 4'' - 4'-0'' O.C.
2'' 4'' STUDS 2'-0'' O.C.
2'' 6'' SILL

DETAIL OF CORNICE
Scale $\frac{1}{4}'' = 1'-0''$

WINDOW DETAIL
Scale $\frac{1}{2}'' = 1'-0''$

SLIDING DOOR DETAILS
Scale $\frac{1}{2}'' = 1'-0''$

INSIDE ELEVATION AT CENTER JAMB
SECTION THRU DOOR HEAD

DOUBLED STUD
6'' ROOLED BEARING DOOR HANGER ON STEEL TRACK